THE MYSTERIOUS ROSE GARDEN
ever, that his work cannot appeal to everyone; and that
many who have the highest perception of the beautiful
see only the repulsive and unwholesome in the troubled,
exotic expression of his genius. . . . Artists and critics
have already dwelt on the beauty of Aubrey Beardsley's
line, which in his early work too often resolved itself
into mere caligraphy; but the mature and perfect illus-
trations to Salome and The Rape of the Lock evince a
mastery unsurpassed by any artist in any age or country.'
That was from one who knew him intimately, who had
come under the charm of his irresistible personality,
But one who knew him not, one of a later generation,
has been moved to write of one of his pictures a page
comparable to that in which Pater records the emotion
awakened in him by the Mona Lisa of Leonardo da
Vinci. In these sensitive words, Mr. Osbert Burdett
sets down his impressions of The Mysterious Rose Garden
of Aubrey Beardsley:
'In that beautiful drawing ... we can see a symbol
of the artistic instinct of the century set in the cultivated
garden of the time, which first subdued and then was
to be questioned by itself. The rose-garden was the
Victorian parterre in which the spirit of imagination was
domesticated, and employed to beautify and delight its
contented guardians. A virgin art she was, protected
from all disturbing influences, and allowed to wander,
like another Eve, in this sanctified precinct that had been
retrieved from nature. The soul of the girl was asleep
while her body grew, and it was in this state of innocency
that her parents delighted. Nature—nature, that is to
say, in this carefully cultivated garden—had no fears for
them or for her, but they forgot that, though mankind
may subdue the flowers of the field to the selective fancy
of the gardener, it is yet only imposing a particular form
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